
Kazhiranga wild life:  
 

We set out to the famous Kaziranga Wildlife resort on the 

morning of 26 November 2010 by road. This sanctuary is 

situated at a 230 km distance away from Guwahati. It is 

boasted that this park has ,” One-Horned Indian Rhino, Indian 

Elephants, Indian Bison, Swamp Deer or Barasingha, Hog Deer, 

Sloth Bears, Tigers, Leopard Cats, Jungle Cats, Otters, Hog 

Badgers, Capped Langurs, Hoolock Gibbons, Wild Boar, Jackal, 

Wild Buffalo, Pythons, Monitor Lizards, Oriental Honey 

Buzzard, Black-Shouldered Kite, Black Kite, Brahminy Kite, 

Pallas's Fishing Eagle, White Tailed Eagle, Grey-Headed 

Fishing Eagle, Himalayan Griffon, Greylag Geese, Bar-Headed 

Geese, Ruddy Shelduck, Gadwall, Falcated Duck, Red-Crested 

Pochard and Northern Shoveller”.But ,we have been able to see 

one horned bloody ferocious looking two or three RHINOs only 

in 2 days of our joy ride in Safari and Elephant ride. The 

wild animal raised his head in charging mood, when he saw us 

at 100 yards closer distance! That was very great! When they 

stand in pairs, they are always better and lesser wild, more 

civilised than our politicians. Chance ki baath hai!  

Then we saw Bison in dozens. They looked better & well fed 

than their counter parts in domestic environments! Wild Boar, 

Hog Deer, Greylag Geese, and more were there at odd places 

enroute in the nearby vicinity of the Brahmaputra water ways 

and grass lands. Also we have seen 2 wild Assam elephants 

totally smeared in mud. Our safari elephant as well as the 

mahout too had been smeared in mud and dirt as a matter of 

being in wilderness themselves. This mahout, sitting on the 

neck of the elephant, was wilder than the elephant itself. 

Poor she-elephant was very docile & mild, but the mahout on 

mount thought that he was sitting on the Mount Everest in 

resting position and went on hitting on the mustak with flat 

side of the kukri, till it bled badly. By seeing that mom did 

not like to climb the safari. That was a fine excuse for her 

not to venture a ride at all! 

The open grass land appeared to be a vast patch of 2000 acres. 

There were clusters of trees of wild varieties in thick growth 

as patches here and there. 

We were amazed by a peculiar habit of the Rhino that this big 

footed animal cast the dung away from the grass land in a 

jungle path, unobtrusively and for 15 days at a stretch, in 

heaps. The locals believe that this behaviour of this animal 

is to protect the grass land from getting dirtier and also it 

serves to demarcate its own territory.  



I thought I had seen more spotted deers at Khadakvasla (NDA 

Fame) complex that I spotted the hog deer here. 

The Assam Tourism Development Authorities need to develop 

themselves more, I realised. The host hotel/stay restaurant 

didn’t cast a remarkable experience but for the prohibitive 

cost and the dirtier sanitary arrangements. I think their 

troops should visit Rajasthan or Kerala Tourism authorities to 

learn a lesson or two. We emptied a large sum of money just 

for the pittance of an experience. JAY HO!!! 

 


